Selection of an adaptive test statistic for use with multiple comparison analyses of neuroimaging data.
Statistical analysis of neuroimages is commonly approached with intergroup comparisons made by repeated application of univariate or multivariate tests performed on the set of the regions of interest sampled in the acquired images. The use of such large numbers of tests requires application of techniques for correction for multiple comparisons. Standard multiple comparison adjustments (such as the Bonferroni) may be overly conservative when data are correlated and/or not normally distributed. Resampling-based step-down procedures that successfully account for unknown correlation structures in the data have recently been introduced. We combined resampling step-down procedures with the Minimum Variance Adaptive method, which allows selection of an optimal test statistic from a predefined class of statistics for the data under analysis. As shown in simulation studies and analysis of autoradiographic data, the combined technique exhibits a significant increase in statistical power, even for small sample sizes (n = 8, 9, 10).